Discovering Pathways
to Mitigate Climate
Change and Shift to
a Sustainable Society
Which path should society take to mitigate climate change,
improve its sustainability, and secure its future generations
a healthy planet? Do we need to give up on our current
lifestyle to limit greenhouse gas emissions and prevent
deforestation, which are the main causes of global warming?
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Which Pathway Should We Take to Restore the
Balance? Model and Scenarios Shed Light on It
An important question in dealing with climate
change and global warming is how society should
change to reduce GHG emissions, improve sustainability, and leave a healthy planet for future
generations. To help answer this difficult question,
scientists have developed the integrated assessment modeling (IAM) approach, which is a mathematical tool that uses computers and national and
global datasets to examine how different scenarios
may help to mitigate climate change and determine what the possible consequences may be. This

scenario-based approach is particularly useful
because it allows consideration of many different
aspects of society such as population demographics, economic growth, energy uses, technological
developments, and consumption of goods and
services. At National Institute for Environmental
Studies, Japan, scientists have developed the AsiaPacific Integrated Model (AIM), a large-scale IAM
that incorporates economic theory and engineering
principles related to energy and technology uses.
With the help of these models NIES has conducted
research on climate policy since the 1990’s, putting
special attention to the Asian region. Asia is key to
achieving global climate goals because it includes
many developing countries that are undergoing rapid population growth and development.
Toward a Sustainable and Prosperous Future
The first things needed to reduce GHG emissions are
the replacement of fossil fuels (e.g., with renewable
resources) and enhancement of the Earth’s capacity
to absorb CO2 from the atmosphere (e.g., by expanding forests). However, such changes will take time
and likely involve huge social disruption. For example, new technologies and infrastructures are needed and alternative consumption and production
patterns that are mindful of energy and resource
conservation, as well as of environmental pollution,
must be established. Furthermore, because each
country has their own unique set of priorities, geographic and socioeconomic conditions, and cultural
values, measures to tackle climate change must be
appropriate for each context. Fortunately, several
secondary ways in which combating climate change
can bring benefits to society have been identified.
For example, since burning fossil fuels results in
the emission of harmful air pollutants, replacing
fossil fuels with renewable energy will improve air
quality and reduce the incidences of respiratory
diseases. Also, expanding the renewable power
sector will create more jobs than the losses due to
the closure of fossil fuel power plants, and because
renewable resources exist virtually everywhere,
underdeveloped regions will gain reliable access to
electricity. Similarly, reforestation and expansion

By how much do we need to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to limit global warming?
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World GHG emissions in the 21st century corresponding to a given level of global warming (indicated by the lineʼs color)
will depend on the scenario, indicated by the shared socioeconomic pathway (SSP). Each scenario assumes different
patterns of energy use, lifestyles, and global cooperation (Fujimori et al., GEC, 2016).

What are the options for preventing GHG
emissions? Are these options (e.g., renewable
energy) sufficient?
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Will combating GHG emissions improve or worsen
other sustainability aspects such as poverty, food,
health, energy security, and biodiversity?
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Fossil Fuels Disrupted the Balance
In the past two centuries, human activities such as
burning of fossil fuels and extensive deforestation
have disrupted the balance of the natural environment, particularly by increasing the amount of
carbon dioxide (CO2) and other greenhouse gasses
(GHGs) in the atmosphere, resulting in marked
global warming and climate change. The consequences can be seen, in part, in the increasing severity and number of floods and droughts that are
currently being experienced around the world. It is
now essential that the world as a whole limits GHG
emissions and diligently pursues the realization of a
carbon-free society.

How Can We Prevent Climate Change and Become a Sustainable Society?
GHG emissions
(tCO2eq/yr)
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of forests will restore degraded land, water sources,
and biodiversity, and bring new business opportunities based on forest products and conservation.
Therefore, if the right measures are chosen while
taking into consideration the social, economic, and
environmental benefits, GHG emissions can be reduced and natural carbon reservoirs can be restored.
Implementation of the IAM Approach
The world’s nations first agreed to combat climate
change with the adoption of the Kyoto Protocol in
1997. Subsequently, adoption of the Paris Agreement
in 2015 prompted the development of many models
and scenarios to examine whether limiting average
global temperature increase to 2°C above pre-industrial levels is possible. One such example is the AIM
research project led by NIES, which endeavors to
develop IAM scenarios in collaboration with Asian
researchers to assess the impacts of measures and
development pathways that reduce GHG emissions
and decarbonize energy systems.
Although results from IAM-based studies can
inform policy makers about the choices available to
reduce GHG emissions while still ensuring social development, the results of these studies are not predictions of the future. Unlike natural science which
is proved by practical experiments, the assumptions
and methodology used in the models are verified by
experts after careful consideration and systematic
comparisons with the scientific literature and other
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Large amounts of wind energy resources are available in
central Asia, Africa, Australia, and North America (Silva,
2013 and Silva et al., Energy Policy 2016).
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Reducing Japanese GHG emissions by 80% by 2050 will
lower economic output but also lower by at least 33% the
country’s dependence on imported fuels (Silva Herran et
al., Climate Policy, 2019).

modeling experiments. What counts most is that the
models and scenarios address the concerns of policy
makers and assist them in choosing appropriate options based on a scientific and transparent logic.
What is Next?
Although climate change, global warming, and the
resultant large-scale changes in weather patterns are
matters that urgently need addressing, the ultimate
goal of IAM research is the realization of a sustainable society. Scientists from energy, engineering,
economics, policy and many other fields, used to
approach the climate change issue in isolation. Now,
NIES researchers are collaborating to integrate their
theories and methods into new models and scenarios. It is hoped that in the future experts on specific
environmental issues will evolve into sustainability
experts that integrate local and global perspectives
from an extensive and diverse range of research
fields.

”NIES researchers developed the AsiaPacific Integrated Model (AIM), to examine
different scenarios to mitigate climate
change and their possible consequences.”
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How Is the IAM and Scenario Research Done?
Researchers survey data and evidence to
characterize the elements of the model
with numerical data and equations,
which include features of the human
and the Earth system. Then, a qualitative
description of future possibilities for
the elements that are of interest for the
research, are summarized as scenarios.
Scenarios are later described quantitatively, and assessed by means of the IAM,
which provides numerical outcomes for
major features. The outcomes of research
contribute to the climate change science
and support policy-making.
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What Is the Problem with Carbon?
Carbon, which is the main component of biological compounds, is continuously recycled in this planet what is called
the carbon cycle. In part of this carbon cycle, carbon dioxide
(CO2) in the atmosphere is taken up by plants during photosynthesis; the plants then die or are consumed by animals
and the carbon in the plants enters the terrestrial biosphere
as organic matter. Thanks to this carbon recycle system CO2

in the atmosphere remained stable, and the Earth itself was
sustainable.
Burning of fossils fuels produces CO2, which along with other
greenhouse gases (GHGs), trap the sun’s energy and causes
the Earth’s temperature to rise in a manner similar to how
glass acts to increase the temperature inside a greenhouse.

What Is Integrated in the Integrated Assessment Model?
Features of the society, the economy and the environment.
These features start with population and economic output
(usually measured as gross domestic product), followed by
resources (such as energy, materials and land), technologies,

emissions (such as GHGs and air pollutants), among others.
Since characterizing these features requires knowledge from
different fields, integrating them into a common framework
is the basic challenge of modelers.

Why There Are Many Lines in the Scenario?
Because we can’t predict what will happen to society in the
future, multiple scenarios are used in a single analysis to
better understand the possible outcomes. Like a laboratory

experiment which uses different conditions and materials
for each experiment, for each scenario, some of the model
assumptions and settings are changed.
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